OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE

Room Change Acknowledgment/Buy-Out Options

I, _________________________________, have been informed that my current roommate has moved from my room and that my options are as follows:

(Initial directly next to your choice: 1, 2, or 3)

_____ 1) Buy-out the open space (if time and space permits):
   a. Residence Hall: The purchase of a Super Single in a Residence Hall is total assurance that I, the resident, will have, and be billed (at 1.5 times my current rate), a single room from the time of purchase through the end of the year
   b. Suites and Affinity Housing Doubles: The purchase of a Super Single in a Suite or an Affinity Housing Double is total assurance that I, the resident, will have, and be billed (double my current rate), a single room from the time of purchase through the end of the year.
   c. Apartments: If space permits, an apartment can be bought out at double my current rate with total assurance that I, the resident, will have, and be billed (double my current rate), a single room from the time of purchase through the end of the year.

_____ 2) Choose a new roommate.

_____ 3) Receive another roommate at any point after signing this form.

Students will be notified 24 hours in advance of a new roommate assignment unless there is an emergency.

- **Note:** Upon notification of a new roommate, a student may not choose option 1 or 2 from above.

Resident’s Signature: _______________________________ Date: ______________

Room Number (Hall and Number): ____________________________________